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Executive Summary, References

Executive Summary
This deliverable represents an incremental view of the work previously performed and
reported in D7.4.2; it retains the same title, motivations and scope. The report on the steps
already taken and the current situation is done in light of the additional knowledge gathered
from the project experience over the past months.
The support to the ontology lifecycle management is achieved by serializing the usage of
features either embedded in the core implementation of the toolkit1, or delivered with
additional plugins developed by partners within the project. To have a comprehensive
outlook on the available functionalities to date, and assess how they cope with the initial
requirements exposed for the lifecycle case study, we report on a list of delivered plugins, the
required functionalities mapped to them, and more important, what still remains uncovered to
complete the overall support.

1

At the time of writing this deliverable the toolkit version available and used is Ver.1.2.1
2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Motivation

WP7 major outcome pivots around the realization of two software environments: one will
support the creation and maintenance of a pool of fishery domain ontologies, the other will
exploit the information in ontological format to feed service-oriented functionalities, aimed at
improving document and data retrieval from Fishery division repository in FAO. The former
application is known as “Ontology Lifecycle Support System” (T7.4), and the latter is known
as “Fishery Stock Depletion Assessment System, (FSDAS).
The main objective of T7.4 is to create and maintain a set of domain ontologies, and to
support their continuous internal and cross-related information update. To achieve this
objective some critical mechanisms must be in place:
1. creation and maintenance of data models, modularization and versioning;
2. functionality for checking ontology validity, integrity, and soundness;
3. techniques for ontology learning and population.
The NeOn Toolkit provides the framework where these activities can be performed, as well
as the basic functionalities to support the work for ontology creation and modification. What
the NeOn Toolkit does not provide but is still needed for the success of T7.4, will be
provided in the form of application plugins that integrate with the toolkit architecture.
The additional plugins are intended to support the users in activities and tasks which
otherwise require either a long time to execute (e.g. ontology population), or huge manual
effort (e.g. automatic ontology mapping), or face to face coordination (e.g. editorial work).
This deliverable is hence motivated by the need to describe how the NeOn Toolkit will
accommodate the plugins (software integration), provided that they satisfy the requirements,
and give the view as a whole of a compact and robust software environment for ontology
maintainers.

1.2

Relationship with D7.4.2

This deliverable represents an incremental view of the work previously performed and
reported in D7.4.2; it retains the same title, motivations and scope. The report on the steps
already taken and the current situation is done in light of the additional knowledge gathered
from the project experience over the past months.
The description of work relative to T7.4 has not changed since the first definition of functional
requirements in D7.1.1, neither has its intended meaning. However a work for detailing the
initial specifications has generated an updated version (see D7.1.2), and on whose basis we
are able to present the “delta” achieved so far.

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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We started with analyzing
a
th
he requirem
ments (see 2.1) for th
he ontologyy lifecycle support,
conside
ering how th
hey evolved
d in time ( D7.1.1 to D7.1.2). Affter the deliivery of D7.4.2, we
have he
ence worke
ed on the developmen
d
nt and refin
nement of the pluginss according
g to that
evolutio
on, to meet and
a to acco
omplish T7.4
4 goals.
We foun
nd that despite the effo
ort provided
d by projectt partners to
owards softtware development,
the stattus of the above men
ntioned com
mponents highlights that
t
some have only partially
reached
d their final shape, and
d others still do not com
mpletely meet FAO’s sp
pecifications
s.
This deliverable inttends to gatther an add
ded value arround the fo
ollowing ma
ain points:
1. tthe status of each specific plugin identified as the pro
ovider of a subset of required
f
functionaliti
ies
2. tthe status of
o the overa
all T7.4 in te
erm of the benefits
b
colllected and limitations yet
y to be
o
overcome
3. tthe steps ta
aken since the first pro
ototype, leve
el of satisfa
action, and e
expectation
ns for the
last year of the projectt.

1.3

A
Approach
f integra
for
ation

For the integration of software
e componen
nts we follow
w the archittectural app
proach of th
he NeOn
referencce architectture as desscribed in D6.2.1.
D
In th
his architectture, compo
onents are realized
as plugins to core
e NeOn Too
olkit, which provides the
t
base se
et of functio
onalities alo
ong with
extensio
on mechaniisms. Addittional plugin
ns realize particular
p
functionalitiess to address
s certain
ontologyy lifecycle activities.
a
a three layyers in the NeOn
N
Toolkkit architectu
ure, as disp
played in Fig
gure 1:
There are
1. Infrastructure services: in this laye
er, basic se
ervices and functionalities are prov
vided for
onents.
most compo
g compone
ents: this middle
m
layerr consists of
o tightly co
oupled com
mponents
2. Engineering
a looselyy coupled se
and
ervices to provide majo
or ontology engineering
g functionallity.
3. GUI compo
onents: this layer is aim
med directly
y at users. Both engineering com
mponents
a infrastrructure servvices may have
and
h
GUI co
omponents. A set of predefined core
c
GUI
c
component
ts also existts.

D7.4.3 Prototype System for Managing Fisheries Ontology Lifecycle
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Figure 1: NeOn Architecture

Most plugins integrated as part of this software deliverable are engineering components with
GUI components.

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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2 Re
equireme
ents anallysis
The analysis cond
ducted to realize
r
the second prototype of lifecycle su
upport systtem has
conside
ered the functional requirementss as they are
a describ
bed in D7.1
1.2, and ho
ow they
evolved
d compared with the in
nitial attemp
pt in D7.1.1
1. In the mo
ost recent d
documentation FAO
has ide
entified specific catego
ories of req
quirements with the purpose of exposing a clearer
elaboration of the maintenanc
m
ce aspects. The result was intended to drive plugins dev
velopers
with mo
ore substanttial indicatio
ons to focuss their effortt.

2.1

A
Analysis
ou
utcome

As anticcipated in the introducction the ma
ain added value
v
in D7.1.2 is the cclassificatio
on of the
requirem
ments in to
o broader categories
c
to associate with a specific
s
plu
ugin respon
nsible to
provide them at th
he best. Un
nfortunately this approa
ach cannott be easily replicated for
f each
categorry with respect to all plugins for th
he following reasons: it is not alwa
ays possible
e to map
one-to-o
one catego
ory with on
ne plugin; there
t
are plugins wh
hich partially share th
he same
purpose
es, and the
ere are funcctionalities for which no
n specific plugin exissts but nonetheless
can be achieved
a
w some alternative workflows.
with
Chapterr 4 presen
nts extensively the resu
ults of veriffying which portions off the listed features
are cove
ered by its associated
d plugin(s).
The folllowing table
e gives an overview of the anallysis outcom
me, compacting a view
w of the
plugins available2 at
a the time of
o writing, and the asso
ociated requ
uirement ca
ategory(ies).

2

By availlable we mean
n plugin that are
a included in D6.10.2, and
d hence have passed
p
qualityy assessment

D7.4.3 Prototype System for Managing Fisheries Ontology Lifecycle
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Requirement Category3
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

NeOn Toolkit Core

LabelTranslator
OWLDoc

Ontology implementation
Ontology reuse
Ontology Editing
Quality check
Ontology Visualization
Search
Ontology Editing
Multilinguality

− Documentation

WorkFlow/Change Management

− Ontology Editing
− Workflow
− Ontology Visualization

RaDON

− Support to Editing

SPARQL

− Search

Text2Onto
Modules
ODEMapster

− Support to Ontology Editing
− Ontology Visualization
− Modularization
− Ontology implementation

Table 1: Plugins associated with the supported lifecycle activities
The analysis is not reduced to only assert associations between plugins and requirements. It
also expands in verifying that the features required match with the plugin working behaviour.
Hence some tests specific to the scope of ontology lifecycle support have been performed to
ensure that this work provides a different value than the review process undertaken in
D6.10.2. Chapter 4 gives details on the outcome of this verification phase, as well as on the
technical value added by this activity.
IMPORTANT REMINDER: taking into account the constraint on the modelling language
expressed by FAO, all the plugins will be guaranteed to work for OWL language otherwise
they cannot be considered to be valid regardless of the fact that they perfectly support other
ontology formalization languages.

3

These are the same name used in for the headings in D7.1.2 ANNEX A – Summary of revised requirements for
the fisheries ontology lifecycle
2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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3 Prototype analysis
s
3.1

In
ntroductio
on

The support for the lifecycle
e managem
ment given from the NeOn Toollkit is achie
eved by
serializing the usag
ge of featurres either em
mbedded in
n the core im
mplementattion of the to
oolkit, or
delivere
ed with additional plu
ugins developed by partners
p
within the p
project. To have a
comprehensive ou
utlook on th
he available
e functionalities to date
e, and asse
ess how they cope
with the
e initial requ
uirements exposed for the lifecycle case stud
dy, we repo
ort in this se
ection on
the list of
o delivered
d plugins, th
he required functionalities mapped
d to them, a
and more im
mportant,
what stiill remains uncovered
u
t complete
to
e the overalll support.
The aim
m of providin
ng a resume on the acctual status is to have a pinpoint vview on the reasons
why the
e developme
ent has not completelyy satisfied th
he requirem
ments, and a
an idea of th
he future
commitm
ment of parrtner develo
opers to con
ntinue with their
t
work. It
I should alsso at the sa
ame time
provide a punctual feedback to drive the next plugin releases.
In contrrast with the
e concurrent job of plug
gin quality assessment
a
t, the perspe
ective we ta
ake here
is to verrify if the efffort produce
ed by devellopers, mee
ets in fact th
he guideline
es provided with the
requirem
ments show
wn initially in
n D711, and
d finally reviised in D712.
In otherr words whille a normal plugin revie
ew should answer
a
gen
neric questio
ons about:
•

plugin integ
gration with the NeOn Toolkit,
T

•

usability,

•

d
documenta
tion supporrt,

•

bug free etcc

here we
e try to conssider more the point off view of:
•

3.2

How are sp
pecific requirement add
dressed with
h one of the
e provided p
plugin’s feattures?

Plugins verrification

This section is ded
dicated to detailing
d
the
e verification
n phase wh
hich was un
ndertaken to
o assess
the stattus of the ontology
o
ma
aintenance support. We
W also aim
m to draw conclusions that will
drive the
e developm
ment of the plugins
p
for developmen
d
nts in the prroject in the
e coming ye
ear.
The app
proach adop
pted was to
o test the plu
ugins and fiill in a template like the
e one in Tab
ble 2

Plugin name
e

Plugin name

D7.4.3 Prototype System for Managing Fisheries Ontology Lifecycle

Reports about the general purpose
of the plugin, and how it applies in
the scope of T4.3

Purpose of the plugin

Functionalities
requirements

that
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cover

the

Requirements not yet covered by the
plugin

Reports about the functionalities
tested
and
covering
the
requirements expressed in D712
Reports about the functionalities
tested but NOT covering the
requirements expressed in D712
May be either:
Technical problems

Reasons for uncovered functionalities

Development schedule
The Requirement(s) needs further
specifications (developers provide
details)

Future plans

A description of development plans
with respect to the missing
functionalities during the upcoming
year of the project

Table 2: Template to report the result of plugins assessment

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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3.2.1 LabelTrans
L
slator
3.2.1.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
The plugin itself prroposes to address
a
the
e multilingua
ality require
ement in ontologies tha
at is now
demand
ded by insstitutions worldwide most
m
of wh
hom have a vast num
mber of re
esources
available in man
ny different language
es. To ta
ackle this requiremen
nt LabelTrranslator
automatically localizes ontologies; takes as input an
n ontology whose labe
els are desc
cribed in
a sourcce natural la
anguage and obtains the most probable
p
tra
anslation in
nto a targett natural
languag
ge of each ontology
o
lab
bel. For morre detail reffer to wiki pa
age4
In the scope
s
of th
he lifecycle management of Fish
hery ontolog
gies, this p
plugin supp
ports the
ontologyy engineerss to be ab
ble to add a new lang
guage to an
a ontologyy that does not yet
contain this feature; in otherr words loca
alize ontolo
ogy with resspect to a llanguage means
m
to
registerr the huma
an readable
e information into on
ne or more
e language
es. LabelTrranslator
supportts this activity by mean
n of a comp
ponent for assisted term translatiion from/to a set of
languag
ges (see wiki
w page), and serializze this info
ormation acccording to a linguistic model
(LIR), where
w
the lexical info
ormation can be acc
commodated for a fu
uture progra
ammatic
processsing.
3.2.1.2 Provided functionallities that cover
c
the re
equirements
Adding
g a new lan
nguage [D7
7.1.2 cf. 2.4.2.5]: ontolo
ogy enginee
ers shall be
e able to ad
dd a new
languag
ge to a mon
nolingual or already mu
ultilingual on
ntology
Selectio
on of lang
guages [D7
7.1.2 cf. 2.5
5.9.31.a]: se
elect at lea
ast two lang
guages (or more, if
required
d), one in viiew mode, the
t other in editing mod
de
Edit multilingual
m
labels [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.9.31.b]:
2
individual conceptss;

ultilingual la
abels to
add/editt/delete mu

on and ma
anagementt of anno
otations [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2
2.5.1.13], multilingual textual
Creatio
annotattion will be supported. Some exxamples are
e: “scope notes”
n
(as commonly used in
thesaurri), free-text comments..
3.2.1.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
bout annotating an ontological resource
r
consider als
so using
The original requirements ab
multime
edia/imagess to associa
ate to the elements
e
[D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.1.13]; at this stage the LIR
model does
d
not alllow to express that a binary objject is repre
esentative o
of an element or a
URL to such a reso
ource
ered functionalities
3.2.1.4 Reasons for uncove
n the requ
uirement sp
pecification for multilin
nguality [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2
2.5.9] the need to
First, in
The second
associa
ate multimed
dia informattion to ontology elemen
nts is not mentioned.
m
d reason
is a te
echnical motivation: the
t
multime
edia inform
mation is not
n
directlyy related with
w
the
multiling
gual informa
ation that su
upports the LIR model.
3.2.1.5 Future plans
T
he approac
ches for
Label Translator
developerss will perfform a detailed anallysis of th
associa
ating multim
media info
ormation att the metta-data levvel of a Knowledge Based
Represe
entation. Then,
T
we will implemen
nt the suppo
ort for this fu
unctionalityy in the nextt release
of the LabelTransla
ator plugin.

4

http://ww
ww.neon-toolkkit.org/wiki/index.php/LabelT
Translator

D7.4.3 Prototype System for Managing Fisheries Ontology Lifecycle
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3.2.2 OWLDoc
3.2.2.1 Purpose of the plugin
The OWLDoc plugin adds to the NeOn Toolkit an option to export an OWL-DL ontology as
an HTML Documentation. This plugin extracts information from the OWL Ontology and
creates an output that contains an organized set of HTML files that provide the
documentation about the ontology and all its resources. For more details refer to wiki page5
In the scope of lifecycle management of Fishery ontologies, this plugin supports nonontologist users to access the ontology model content, without forcing on them too many
details of a cumbersome graphic interface. Instead they can benefit from a browseable-like
documentation in the style of javadoc.
3.2.2.2 Provided functionalities that cover the requirements
Creation of documentation [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.3.6]: The system shall support ontology
engineers in the creation of documentation for ontologies, in particular concerning ontology
design. Documentation is necessary for both ontology engineers and ontology editors,
therefore it shall be possible to use the most appropriate form of documentation for each
group.
3.2.2.3 Requirements not yet covered by the plugin
The complete requirement description for documentation creation [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.2.6] also
reports the needs to have an UML-like diagram representing an ontology project as part of
the documentation. This last part of the requirements is actually not yet fulfilled by OWLDoc.
3.2.2.4 Reasons for uncovered functionalities
The scope of OWLDoc was intentionally restricted to Javadoc-like documentation. The
generation of UML-like diagrams is covered by other plugins, in particular the OntoModel6
plugin for UML-based ontology modelling.
3.2.2.5 Future plans
No plans of further development are scheduled with respect to the requirement to be
covered.

5

http://www.neon-toolkit.org/wiki/index.php/OWLDoc

6

http://www.neon-toolkit.org/component/option,com_wrapper/Itemid,128/
2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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3.2.3 Workflow/C
W
Change manageme
m
nt
3.2.3.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
The ma
ain purpose
e of the Workflow/Ch
W
ange Mana
agement pllugin is to track the ontology
o
changess and then manipulate
e these changes accorrding to the role of a usser, where the user
could lo
og on / out or
o register in
n a preferen
nce page. For
F more de
etail refer to
o wiki page7
In the scope
s
of life
ecycle man
nagement of
o Fishery ontologies,
o
this plugin supports the main
activity of monitorring the mo
odifications applied to
o an ontolo
ogy model and provid
ding the
possibilities of instantiating th
he workflow
w designed
d in [D7.1.2
2 cf. 2.3].This will allo
ow for a
collaborration between variouss users wiith differentt roles and expertise, aiming to keep
k
the
data and the mode
el up-to-date
e.
c
the re
equirements
3.2.3.2 Provided functionallities that cover
P
a sim
mple, intuitive interface
e for each of
o the user rroles in the editorial
[D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.6] Provide
w so that tasks are performed efficiently and effectivvely. Four specific vie
ews are
workflow
required
d, based on
n the user ro
oles and ele
ement status:
•

Draft view: approved information
n plus changes made by the currrent editor, with the
d
difference
b
between
the
e two statess clearly visible. This viiew should be available
e only to
t subject expert who
the
o made the draft.

•

To be app
T
proved view
w: approved information plus all the pending elements to be
a
approved
b validatorss, with the difference
by
d
between the two states clearly visib
ble. This
v
view
is for validators.
v

•

view: appro
A
Approved
oved information only. For all userrs, including
g viewers.

•

To be dele
T
eted view: approved information
i
plus eleme
ents that a
are assigned
d “to be
d
deleted”,
w the diffe
with
erence betw
ween the tw
wo states clearly
c
visib
ble. This vie
ew is for
v
validators
a for the editor
and
e
who made
m
the drraft.

Creatio
on and man
nagement of metada
ata [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.1.12
2]: Metadatta is essen
ntial to a
numberr of activities, includ
ding collab
borative ed
diting. The
e editing environmen
nt shall
automatically attacch and mana
age the follo
owing piece
es of metad
data:
•

d
date
of crea
ation/editing
g of the elem
ment and au
uthor (autom
matically);

•

information about auth
hor/editors of
o the ontolo
ogy elements;

•

history of ch
hanges.

During the processs of updatting and
Visualizzation of metadata [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.5.25]:
validatin
ng the ontollogy, it is im
mportant tha
at a numberr of pieces of
o informatio
on be highliighted to
the use
er. In particcular: editin
ng history of
o the onto
ology eleme
ent, includin
ng its auth
hors and
provena
ance, summ
mary statisticcs.
3.2.3.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
omplete req
quirement description
d
for docum
mentation creation
c
an
nd management of
The co
metadata [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.1.1
12], also specify the support fo
or summaryy statistics on the
ontologyy; exampless of statisticc are: editorial actions per ontolog
gical eleme
ent, or during a time
period, or per edito
or etc.

7
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This is not yet provided by the Workflow/Change plugin.
3.2.3.4 Reasons for uncovered functionalities
The required information, apart from the number of classes, properties, individuals and
axioms, and about the number of mappings/relations is not the target of Workflow/Change
management components.
3.2.3.5 Future plans
No plans to embed the required support in the Workflow/Change management plugin are
envisaged, although developers are willing to include some support as part of the
development of another plugin component (i.e. Oyster8), led by them.

8

http://www.neon-toolkit.org/component/option,com_wrapper/Itemid,128/
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3.2.4 RaDON
R
3.2.4.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
The purrpose of the
e RaDON plug-ins
p
is to
o deal with inconsisten
ncy and incoherence occurring
o
in netw
worked onto
ologies. Spe
ecifically, RaDON
R
pro
ovides two plugins to deal with a single
ontologyy or an ontology netw
work; for a single onto
ology the user can pe
erform: inco
oherence
checks and inco
onsistency checks au
utomatically
y repair and manua
ally repair. Similar
function
nalities are featured
f
forr an ontolog
gy network; the main diifference is that they ap
pply to a
mapping
g between two ontologies by asssuming the two source
e ontologiess are more
e reliable
than the
e mapping itself. For more
m
extensiive detail re
efer to the RaDON
R
wiki page9.
In the scope of the
e lifecycle managemen
m
t of Fishery
y ontologiess, this plugin
n assists the
e user in
assessing if the modification
s/he is pe
m
erforming is
s causing potential
p
incconsistency
y for the
ontologyy.
3.2.4.2 Provided functionallities that cover
c
the re
equirements
w and chec
ck consisten
ncy of the newly
n
adde
ed elementts [D7.1.2 ccf. 2.5.3.19]]: Before
Preview
final incclusion in th
he ontology,, it will be possible
p
to visualize
v
the
e ontology including th
he newly
added elements,
e
and check it for consiste
ency.
3.2.4.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
None.
ered functionalities
3.2.4.4 Reasons for uncove
plicable.
Not app
3.2.4.5 Future plans
N will be furrther develo
oped to han
ndle various forms of ontology networks, instead of
RaDON
only dea
aling with single
s
ontolo
ogies. Thesse capabilitie
es will be particularly
p
rrelevant for building
the nextt versions of
o the fisheryy ontologiess.

9

http://ww
ww.neon-toolkkit.org/wiki/index.php/RaDO
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3.2.5 SPARQL
3.2.5.1 Purpose of the plugin
The SPARQL Plugin allows a user to do conjunctive queries. It receives an OWL ontology
and a query expressed using SPARQL syntax as inputs and outputs the answers in a table;
10
more details can be found on the wiki page .
In the scope of the lifecycle management of Fishery ontologies, this plugin supports
advanced searching feature inside the ontology; the subject for these kinds of searches can
be constructed to retrieve elements related by a direct/indirect simple/complex relationship.
3.2.5.2 Provided functionalities that cover the requirements
Structural search [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.8.30a]: It is useful, especially to validators and ontology
engineers, to be able to perform searches that exploit structural aspects of the ontology. For
example, to identify instances of classes with a common ancestor, to select relations with a
given domain and/or range, or to find instances with one or more given properties.
3.2.5.3 Requirements not yet covered by the plugin
Although there is no specific bullet point in D712, that addresses the need to have an
interface to the SPARQL syntax, it is assumed by the context, and by the definition of nonontologist users, that a low level syntax detail should be hid by some form of a more intuitive
interaction form. This feature for SPARQL plugin is to date missing.
3.2.5.4 Reasons for uncovered functionalities
SPARQL is not really adequate for an end user oriented query interface, but more suitable
for application developers and ontology experts. As such, the SPARQL plugin is not suitable
to address this requirement. However, other plugins are being developed for this purpose.
3.2.5.5 Future plans
Current developments include plugins to translate end user queries into structured SPARQL
queries. Specifically, developers are working on two plugins:
•

ORAKEL: translation of natural language queries into SPARQL

•

XXPlore: translation of keyword queries into SPARQL

These plugins are planned to be available by M36 of the project.

10

http://www.neon-toolkit.org/wiki/index.php/SPARQL
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3.2.6 Text2Onto
T
3.2.6.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
Text2Onto is an ontology
o
learning fram
mework which has be
een develop
ped to sup
pport the
acquisittion of ontollogies from textual doccuments; it provides an
n extensible
e set of metthods for
learning
g new conccepts, build a hierarchyy and insta
antiate objecct propertie
es. The wiki page 11
offers more
m
details about its fu
unctioning features.
f
In the scope
s
of th
he lifecycle management of Fish
hery ontolog
gies, this p
plugin supp
ports the
ontologyy engineerss with a fa
ast method for popula
ating the model
m
schem
mas with in
nstances
learned from docu
umental ressources tha
at are frequently published abou
ut Fishery domain.
Enginee
ers might also exploit assistance
a
in the expan
nsion of the
e conceptua
al model.
3.2.6.2 Provided functionallities that cover
c
the re
equirements
st candidatte elementts [D7.1.2 cf.
c 2.5.3.17]: On the basis
b
of givven textual corpora,
Sugges
the tool shall provide the auth
hor with a lisst of candid
date elemen
nts suitable
e for inclusio
on in the
ontologyy.
Visualizzation of candidate
c
e
elements
f inclusio
for
on in an ontology
o
[D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.5.27]:
the requ
uirement co
oncerning th
he editorial support
s
to ontology
o
po
opulation shall be provid
ded with
an adeq
quate visua
alization and
d interface in order to allow ontology editorss to select, inspect,
approve
e and includ
de candidate elements in the ontology.
3.2.6.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
mplete requ
uirement description [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.3.17] abo
out suggestiing the userrs with a
The com
candida
ate elementts, also reports about the need: (i)
( that onto
ology editorrs may use support
for the creation
c
of instances or
o relations between instances; (ii)) to have prroperty insta
antiation
between
n individual belonging to different ontologies;; (iii) to give
e the user a way to insp
pect and
select th
he appropriate candida
ate [D7.1.2 cf 2.5.3.17]].

Supporrt candidatte selectio
on [D7.1.2 cf.
c 2.5.3.18
8]: Editors shall
s
have facilities to
o inspect
and sele
ect the cand
didates sug
ggested by the
t system. In particula
ar:
•

The tool shall show
T
w the doccuments and excerpts supportting the extracted
e
t
terminology
y, including document metadata such
s
as title of the docu
ument, auth
hor, data
o
owner,
publication date
e.

3.2.6.4 Reasons for uncove
ered functionalities
ple ontologiies– will be made
The accquisition of property assertions –also acrross multip
available as a NeO
On Toolkit plugin
p
in early 2009. It will build upon the RE
ELExO plugin which
focusess on taxono
omy refinem
ment and integration and will be
b made avvailable as
s part of
D3.8.2122 (M36).
The exp
planation fa
acilities of Text2Onto
T
h
have
not be
een ported to the plug
gin version and will
not be extended in the sug
ggested wa
ay, becaus
se there is no dedica
ated develo
oper for
Text2Onto right no
ow.

11

http://w
www.neon-toollkit.org/wiki/ind
dex.php/Text2
2Onto

12

Evaluation of method
ds for contextu
ualized learnin
ng of networke
ed ontologies
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3.2.6.5 Future plans
In the upcoming months, developers will concentrate on more ontology learning plugins
including LeDA, RELExO and RoLExO.

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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3.2.7 Modules
M
3.2.7.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
The Modules plu
ugin provid
des the fu
unctionality to extracct moduless and allo
ows the
manipulation and combination of modules; more specific
s
dettails on the
e features provided
p
through
h this plugin are listed in
n the dedica
ated wiki pa
age13
In the scope
s
of th
he lifecycle management of Fish
hery ontolog
gies, this p
plugin supp
ports the
users with
w
a simplified wayy to approach ontolo
ogy schema
a which arre large fo
or some
characte
eristics: e.g. they contain
c
ele
ements cla
assified acccording to
o several system
codifica
ations, or co
ontain locallization in several
s
lang
guages, or yet contain
n knowledg
ge about
diverse domains.
c
the re
equirements
3.2.7.2 Provided functionallities that cover
7] Moduless may be
e manually
y created by ontolog
gy enginee
ers and
[D7.1.2 cf 2.4.4.7
o (semi)au
utomatic me
ethods (e.g. entire bran
nches of
editors/vvalidators, or created by means of
a hierarrchy, subcla
ass skeleton
n).

3.2.7.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
es found relevant to
t WP7 us
se case [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.4.8]:
Some examples of module
Mechan
nisms shall be in placce to allow ontology engineers to
o create at least the following
f
(types of)
o modules:
•

b “topic”: In case off large onto
ologies, covvering more
e than one domain
modules by
(e.g. AGRO
OVOC, ASF
FA) it is use
eful to be ab
ble to selecct modules on the basis of the
d
domain
covvered, such as “fisherie
es”, “aquacu
ulture”, “pessts”, etc.

•

modules by
b language
e: Multilingu
ual ontologies may be available in
n several lan
nguages
(e.g., fisheries ontolo
ogies descrribed in [D7.2.2] conttain three o
or four lan
nguages,
A
AGROVOC
C sixteen) although
a
for common applications
a
not all of tthem are us
sed. It is
t
then
useful to select on
nly the lang
guages used
d for the specific appliccation at hand.

•

b code: Most
M
fisherries ontolog
gies include one or more class
sification
modules by
ssystems, allthough not all of them
m are used at
a the same
e time. It is useful to be
e able to
d
define,
sele
ect, visualize and utilize
e only the module
m
of th
he ontologyy where the
e desired
c
classificatio
on system is
i used. Exxamples of classification systemss are: ISO2
2 [ISO2]
a
and
ISO3 [ISO3], ISS
SCAAP cod
de [ISSCAA
AP00], the ISSCFV [[ISSCFV], ISSCFG
[ISSCFG].

•

f editoria
al duties: Another
A
mo
odule specification is related to editorial
modules for
w
work.
Especially when dealing witth large ontologies, it iss important to be able to
t select
t ontolog
the
gy elementss that are in
nvolved in th
he editorial work of a g
given editorr. This is
t avoid editors being given the entire
to
e
ontolo
ogy, when smaller,
s
morre managea
able and
f
focused
parts of the on
ntology can be defined
d and extraccted.

3.2.7.4 Reasons for uncove
ered functionalities
odularization
n plugin is meant
m
to be
e able to ha
andle the la
arge varietyy of tasks re
elated to
The mo
modular ontologiess and ontolo
ogy modula
arization. It provides
p
a general
g
and
d flexible fra
amework
13
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for these tasks. As such the main reason for most of the “missing mechanisms” above is that
these are specific to the FAO case study and would require ad-hoc mechanisms.
•

Modules by topic: The partitioning plugin is not specific to this purpose and can
eventually provide only with weak support. The requirement would have to be
specified; a specific process is required to identify elements related to what is called
a “domain” or a “topic”

•

Modules by language: this cannot be done with the current tool as it falls outside
the scope of modularization methods in general. An ad-hoc tool to realize this is the
quickest solution.

•

Modules by code: This is very specific to the FAO case study, and is not a
modularization scenario. This can eventually be treated very easily using a query
engine.

•

Modules for editorial duties: the problem is unclear as well as a possible applicable
solution.

3.2.7.5 Future plans
Several complete modularization use cases will be studied as part of the modularization
methodological guideline in WP5 (deliverable D5.4.214 M36). This will include scenarios from
FAO if appropriate and sufficiently specified.

14

Revised and extended techniques for contextual visualization of ontologies and ontology networks
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3.2.8 ODEMapst
O
ter
3.2.8.1 Purpose of the plug
gin
ODEMa
apster is a processor
p
in
n charge off carrying out the explo
oitation of th
he mapping
gs that a
user ca
an draw bettween ontology eleme
ents and so
ome data ba
ase elemen
nts, with the
e aim of
populating the onttological mo
odel with in
nstances co
oming from the relational reposito
ory. The
languag
ge used to serialize the mapping is called R2O
R
and the actual release of thiis plugin
only supports a su
ubset of it; this release
e is compattible with OWL/RDF(S
O
S) and MyS
SQL type
databasses. More specific
s
deta
ails on the features
f
pro
ovided throu
ugh this plugin are liste
ed in the
dedicate
ed wiki page15
In the scope
s
of th
he lifecycle management of Fish
hery ontolog
gies, this p
plugin supp
ports the
users with
w an easyy way to mig
grate data contained
c
in a relation
nal data basse, thus to populate
p
the ontological scchema. Its use is parrticularly en
nvisaged in
n scenarios where a massive
m
into the
t ontologiical schema
a.
quantityy of data needs to be moved
3.2.8.2 Provided functionallities that cover
c
the re
equirements
s [D7.1.2 cff 2.4.1.2.a]:: taxonomie
es, classificcation schem
mas and
Import data from databases
thesaurri are comm
monly stored in relational databases, it shalll be possib
ble to conn
nect to a
RDBMS
S, view (and
d/or import)) the releva
ant tables (logical struccture and ccontent) and import
the data
a according
g to the deffined ontolo
ogical mode
el. Deliverab
ble D7.2.2 [D7.2.2] reports on
converssion work off this type.
3.2.8.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
n/a
ered functionalities
3.2.8.4 Reasons for uncove
n/a
3.2.8.5 Future plans
g" of the RT
TMS tables
s. It is currrently not p
possible to upgrade
To avoiid the "pre--processing
directly the RTMS
S database content to ontologies, using OD
DEMapster. Due to the
e RTMS
structurre, it is ne
ecessary to
o pre-proce
ess the RT
TMS tabless, before u
using ODEM
Mapster.
Therefo
ore, we will improve the
e ODEMap
pster proces
ss to take in
nto accountt the RTMS
S original
tables, avoiding
a
su
uch pre-proccessing.

15
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3.2.9 Core NeOn Toolkit
3.2.9.1 Purpose of the plugin
The core NeOn Toolkit represents a set of plugin components that belong to the core
implementation of the toolkit. They provide the basic functionalities proper of the ontology
editor, and come bundled in the binary version that a new user can download from the NeOn
Toolkit site16.
In the scope of the lifecycle management of Fishery ontologies, this plugin-set supports all
the functionalities that envisage the creation/modification/deletion of ontology elements, as
well as importing/exporting the model from/to different formats, providing the graphical
interface to the mentioned features.

3.2.9.2 Provided functionalities that cover the requirements
Support of ontology implementation [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.1.1]: The ontology engineer shall be
able to create new ontologies and elements in them
Ontology reuse, reengineering, integration [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.1.3]: New ontologies may be
created on the basis of existing ones, either by transforming the conceptual model of an
existing and implemented ontology into a new one (reengineering) or by including the
existing ontology into the new on (integration). The ontology engineer shall be able to open
and visualize any ontology (at least with view rights) and use it as a basis to create a new
one. This implies that the engineer be able to select and copy any ontology element and
paste it into the ontology being created (edited). The engineer shall also able to create
mappings between the two ontologies.
Edit (single and multiple) ontologies [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.2.4]: Granted the appropriate rights,
ontology engineers shall be able to edit the necessary ontology elements, including
mappings between ontologies and relations across ontologies.
Editing ontology elements [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.1.9]: The editing environment shall allow editors
to edit one or more ontologies at a time (assuming the appropriate editing rights are granted).
Depending on the specific ontologies at hand, editorial duties may be more focused on
specific ontology elements (instances, classes, properties, relations).
Compare ontologies [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.2.15]: In order to compare two ontologies, ontology
editors need support from the system. This support shall be both visual and by means of
statistics (that could also be visually shown side by side) about the two ontologies to
compare
Visualization of single ontologies [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.5.23]: Ontology editors shall be able to
visualize and browse single ontologies
16
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Print visualization ontologiies [D7.1.2
2 cf. 2.5.5.2
28]: It shalll be possib
ble to print out the
chosen visualizatio
on(s).
all be able to search within onto
ologies and
d legacy
Search [D7.1.2 cff. 2.5.8.30]:: users sha
hall be posssible on the ontologies being visua
alized.
systemss; search sh
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.8.30b]: It is usefu
ul to be ab
ble to searrch for textt across
Textuall search [D
ontologies, indepen
ndently of where
w
the te
ext appears (labels, pro
operties, an
nnotations, etc.).
e

3.2.9.3 Requirem
ments not yet
y covered
d by the plu
ugin
mplete requ
uirement de
escription [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.8.30]
2
ab
bout search
hing the onttologies,
The com
mention
ns the possibility to alsso explorer model in so
ome repository different from the actually
loaded ontology
o
co
ollection in the
t workspa
ace; to date this is not yet
y delivere
ed.
uri [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.1.2.c]: Mechanisms shall be in placce to suppo
ort (semi)au
utomatic
Thesau
converssion of thesa
auri into onttologies (RD
DFS, OWL)).
Runtim
me access to
t databas
ses [D7.1.2 cf. 2.4.1.2..b] In manyy cases it iss advisable to keep
the data
a in the rela
ational database and access
a
it thrrough an on
ntological la
ayer (ontology). The
system shall then support
s
onto
ology engin
neers in deffining the ap
ppropriate o
ontology, ma
apping it
onto th
he database
e and acccessing the
e data (i.e.., without physically export it from the
databasse). Facilities shall be
b provided
d to enablle ontologyy engineerss in “addin
ng” and
exploitin
ng relationss and mappiings not pre
esent in the database.
f “simila
ar concepts
s” [D7.1.2 cf.
c 2.5.2.14.b] A simple
e case of sim
milarity that shall be
Check for
taken in
nto accoun
nt applies when
w
two instances
i
appear
a
iden
ntical to hu
umans but are not
identica
al to a mach
hine (for exa
ample in casse of spellin
ng mistakess).
Summa
ary statistics [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.2.14.b]: a num
mber of sum
mmary stattistics are useful
u
to
control the
t develop
pment of on
ntology, inclu
uding:
•

d
depth
of the
e ontology,

•

number of ontology
o
ele
ements (cla
asses, instan
nces per cla
ass, relation
ns, propertie
es),

•

number of mappings
m
a relationss between external
and
e
onttologies,

•

d
distribution
of subclassses per top level classe
es

Export ontologies
s into other formats for
f backwa
ard compattibility [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.7
7.29]: It
shall be
e possible to export ontologies
o
in several output
o
form
mats in orde
er to facilita
ate data
exchang
ge with legacy system
ms and unifformity with existing FA
AO resourcces. In partticular, it
shall be
e possible to export ontologies converting
g the schema (and included ins
stances)
accordin
ng to relatio
onal database design principles,
p
or
o as SKOS ontologies [SKOS] .

ered functionalities
3.2.9.4 Reasons for uncove
es like SKO
OS or schem
mata like relational
r
d
database:
first a mappiing must
Export to syntaxe
eed and defined with
h final userrs on what propertiess are skoss: broaderT
Term for
be agre
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example, or skos: narrowerTerm, or skos: relatedTerm etc. The export to RDBMS schema is
spurious since there are so many degrees of freedom.
Thesauri: as for the export functionality this also needs an initial agreement and definition of
some form of correspondences between the source and target model format.
Explore models in some external repositories: this requirement needs more
specifications on what repositories should be explored, for what purpose. Actually Watson
and Oyster support retrieving ontologies based on a search metaphor; these requirements
also needs more specifications about other functionalities than what has been delivered with
the present NeOn Toolkit plugins.
Runtime access to databases: this is implemented only for F-logic.
Check for “similar concepts” (for example in case of spelling mistakes): Current
implementation of a search mechanism would need to be drastically changed.
Summary statistics: the coverage is partial but the work to improve on satisfying this
requirement is ongoing

3.2.9.5 Future plans
SKOS export/import will be achieved in 2009
There are no plans for development of runtime access to databases for OWL by Ontoprise
Statistics on ontology is work in progress until May 2009
Enhanced search functionalities are in place on the development agenda for last year of the
project.
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Functionalities achie
evable witth alternattive workfllows

Some of
o the requirrements in D7.1.2
D
do not
n have a unique
u
speccific plugin devoted to address
them; nonetheless users can still resolve
e their problems if they are preparred to refram
me them
in a perrspective adjusted to the
t
tool the
ey have handy. In the following w
we provide a list of
example
es of requiirements eq
quivalently satisfied by
b the NeO
On Toolkit ssupport to lifecycle
manage
ement.
Check for duplica
ated elements [D7.1.2
2 cf. 2.5.2.14.a] such as
a instancess having exa
actly the
same pieces of info
ormation (e.g., labels, properties values).
v
A possible solution
n is to identtify duplicattes in two ontologies
o
b using one
by
e of the fea
atures of
dules plugin
n.
the Mod
Visualizze overlap
pping portions of on
ntologies [D
D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.5.24.b]:
2
editors sh
hould be
able to visualize th
he overlapping between ontologie
es, i.e., onto
ology eleme
ents present in both
ontologies. A clearr visualization of overla
apping betw
ween ontolo
ogies is use
eful as a su
upport to
mapping
g creation, and during editorial wo
orkflow.
A possible solution
n to achieve
e the visuallization is to
o use one of
o the featu
ures of the Modules
M
plugin
Visualizze mapping between ontologies
s pair [D7.1.2 cf. 2.5.5
5.24.a]: edittors should be able
to visua
alize ontolog
gy elementss from ontollogies plus mappings and
a relations between them.
A possiible solution
n to achieve this goal is to create and save
e a third schema that will only
contain the mappin
ngs between
n elements of two OWL ontologies.

3.4

C
Current
sta
atus of the
e ontology
y maintena
ance supp
port

The goa
al of this ch
hapter was to
t identify th
he developm
ment statuss of the feattures delive
ered with
the plug
gins (restricted to OWL
L language) with respect to the fun
nctional req
quirements exposed
e
in the D7.1.2.
D
This would then
n give an id
dea of the amount
a
of work
w
that still needs to be done
to cove
er functiona
alities required for the
e actual pro
ototype, and also wha
at amount of effort
needs to
t be dedica
ated to refin
ne and add
d advanced functionalitties in the sscope of su
upporting
the lifeccycle of Fish
hery ontolog
gies.
Summa
arized in the
e table belo
ow there is a compact view of the
e plugin asssessment outcome;
o
particula
arly interestting is the status
s
of devvelopment with
w respecct to FAO requirements
s.
•

Plugin nam
me: the nam
me of curren
nt plugin being reported
d.

•

Requireme
ent catego
ory: the na
ame of one
e or more categories that the plugin
p
is
s
serving
with
h its feature
es.

•

Reached final
f
stage of development: a boolean
b
value to syntthetically sa
ay if this
plugin will be
b further developed with
w respect to the featu
ures require
ed for lifecyc
cle. This
is based on
e
evaluation
n the feedback by the partners ab
bout their fu
uture develo
opments
plans.
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Category17

Plugin Name

LabelTranslator
OWLDoc

− Ontology
Editing
− Multilinguality
− Documentation
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Reached final
stage of
development
Not yet
Yes

RaDON

−
−
−
−

SPARQL

− Search

Yes

− Support to
Editing
− Visualization

Yes

WorkFlow/Change
Management

Text2Onto
Modules
ODEMapster

NeOn Core

Editing
Workflow
Visualization
Support to
Editing

− Modularization
− Ontology
implementation
− Ontology
implementation
− Ontology reuse
− Editing
− Quality check
− Visualization
− Search

Not yet
Not Yet

Not yet
Not yet

Not yet

Table 3: Compact view of the plugin assessment outcome.
The result shows that 6 plugins reached their final stage of development. It is important to
notice that some responsible developers do not consider other efforts to be applied for the
components. When this happens it is not equivalent to considering that the identified feature
set is entirely satisfied. Two main causes why this is due are: (i) the required feature does
not apply to the plugin, (ii) the required feature is part of a set addressed by plugin under
development. By eliminating such events some feature sets are reduced and finally
considered entirely covered.
Nontheless those features that remains from this migration process, are collected and
reclassified both per plugin (whether this exists), and by criticality to the success of T7.4
success. The criticality parameter assumes on of these values low/average/high.
Here in the following we list the mentioned features grouped according to criticality value;
the same list can be found in a more schematic format in ANNEX A
Under the criteria ‘criticality for T7.4 objectives success’, we consider the following missing
features as Low:
17

These are the same name used in for the headings in D7.1.2 ANNEX A – Summary of revised requirements
for the fisheries ontology lifecycle
2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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•

Using multtimedia file type (e.g.. images, audio/video
a
o file) to an
nnotate ontological
resource

•

T have UM
To
ML-like diag
grams assocciated with the docume
entation of a
an ontology
y project

•

To have the
T
e ability to extend the search forr ontological entities in
n other repositories
o
other
than the
t ones loa
aded in the current working space
e

•

T identify similar con
To
ncepts base
ed on possib
ble misspellling errors

•

about the ontology such as
To have a matrix rep
T
porting on structural information
i
number of classes,
c
pro
operty, indivvidual, max width/bread
dth etc.

Under the
t criteria ‘criticality fo
or T7.4 objectives suc
ccess’, we consider
c
the
e following missing
featuress as Medium
m:
•

To have sttatistics about the editorial work
T
kflow; exam
mples of sta
atistic are: editorial
a
actions
per ontologicall element, or
o during a time
t
period,, or per edittor etc.

•

To have a graphic
T
g
inte
erface that supports
s
users not confident with S
SPARQL sy
yntax, to
build a query using ele
ements from
m the ontolo
ogy tab; a po
ossible interaction can be drag
a
and
dropping concep
pt/property/in
nstance intto an area of the win
ndow dedic
cated to
c
compose
th
he subject/p
predicate/ob
bject item off the query

•

To have th
T
he possibilitty to exporrt/import an
n ontology into SKOS
S or relation
nal data
model

t criteria ‘‘criticality for
f T7.4 objjectives suc
ccess’, we consider
c
the following missing
Under the
featuress as High:
•

To have in
T
n place a mechanism
m
that enables the use
ers to instantiate relattionships
a
among
indiividuals in the ontolog
gy, and bettween indivviduals of d
different onttologies,
w
when
using
g textual re
esource pro
ocessing to
o gather ne
ew knowled
dge. Moreo
over the
users need
d to be supp
ported to se
elect the ap
ppropriate candidate
c
en
ntity from th
he list of
result extra
acted from the
t text corrpus, for ex
xample disp
playing the ttext excerpt related
w the ele
with
ement on foccus

•

To be sup
T
pported for creating ontology
o
mo
odules responding to
o specific contexts:
c
d
domain
topic, language, standard
d code, edito
orial duties

•

To have the access to
T
o entities in
nto a relatio
onal databa
ase without necessarily
y having
t migrate the data into an ontology project, but instantiating links betw
to
ween the
o
ontology
mo
odel and the DB mode
el

ormation we
e collected from partner develope
ers (see AN
NNEX A) about the am
mount of
The info
effort th
hey plan to dedicate
d
in response to
o the requirrements nott yet covere
ed, can help
p to draw
a conclu
usive outline of a development exxpectation:
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Out of the total number of functionalities considered highly critical, there are 75% 18 of them
for which we received a positive comment from partners willing to commit to tackling the
missing points.
•

the requirements about modularization will be satisfied, provided that more details on
the dynamic of modules definition are submitted. There are no plans to provide
support for OWL ontologies to be connected to DB at runtime for operation like
read/write from/to DB schema.

Out of the total number of functionalities considered averagely critical, there are 66%18 of
them for which we received a positive comment from partners willing to commit to tackling
the missing points
•

SPARQL will have a GUI for building the queries (ORAKEL and XXPlore plugin);
SKOS export/import will be satisfied provided that an agreement on the SKOS
vocabulary is reached between end-users and developers.

Out of the total number of functionalities considered lowly critical, there are 80%18 of them for
which we received a positive comment from partners willing to commit to tackling the missing
points.
•

enabling LabelTranslator to annotate resource with multimedia file; support search in
ontology repositories, provided that more specifications to the requirement are
submitted to developers; enhancement of the search functionality, and finally support
enrichment of meta information about the ontology (e.g. number of classes,
individual, width, breadth etc.).

To conclude, there is a total of 65%19 of commitment to tackle missing points on behalf of
partner developers; for some of them this commitment is agreed providing they have more
specifications of the requirement.

18

This percentage is calculated considering the total number of missing functionalities per criticality -as reported
in ANNEX A- and the number of them for which a positive comment on future development commitment has
been provided by partners.

19

This percentage is calculated considering the total number of missing functionalities -as reported in ANNEX Aand the number of them for which a positive comment on future development commitment has been provided
by partners.

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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4 Co
onclusion
ns
Further steps have
e been take
en since the
e delivery of the first so
oftware pro
ototype with respect
to the developmen
d
nt and integ
gration worrk. In the fo
ollowing pa
aragraphs w
we adopt tw
wo main
perspecctives to re
eport on th
he evaluatio
on of the enhanceme
ents achievved so far: (i) the
commitm
ment to delliver the pla
anned plugins, and (ii)) the achievved refinem
ment of the features
already provided. We also exxpress our degree of satisfaction
s
for the worrk complete
ed so far
and ourr expectations for the fo
ourth year of the proje
ect.
apter aboutt the next steps
s
in D7.4.2 reports on the envvisaged worrk to be carried out
The cha
during the
t
upcoming 10 mon
nths of the
e project; it describes the need to have att least 3
important plugins, supporting
s
likewise cru
ucial activities:
•

Editorial wo
orkflow supp
port

•

Modularizattion

•

A
Automatic
o
ontology
ma
apping

We havve already shown
s
that this softwarre prototype
e indeed includes the first 2 comp
ponents.
The sup
pport for automatic onttology mapp
ping has als
so improved
d towards a stable rele
ease, but
for a minor
m
interfa
ace defect, it was mosstly impossible to asse
ess it as w
we did for th
he other
compon
nents. We consider th
his a posittive result because it is the ma
aterialization
n of the
planning
g work done
e in view off supporting
g this and otther tasks in
n WP7.
D7.4.2 presented
p
s
several
limittations in te
erms of sup
pporting the
e users with
h specific activities;
a
over the
e months th
hose limitatiions had be
een identifie
ed, categorized and prrioritized to facilitate
the realization of th
he second prototype.
p
A this stage
At
e we can co
onsider thatt the bigges
st portion
of the limitations have been addressed
a
(witnessed by
b the grow
wth number of plugins), though
not com
mpletely ove
ertaken. Thiis means th
hat the beha
aviour expe
erienced wh
hen using th
he plugin
is not de
efinitively in
n line with what
w
a user would expe
ect. We see
e a closer iinteraction between
b
develop
pers and FAO
F
users as the me
eans to enable
e
a more
m
detailed and fin
ne grain
assessm
ment by fee
eding back specific com
mments on the function
nalities trials.
Some examples
e
off plugins tha
at provided an improve
ement over the monthss are: OWLDoc and
ODEMa
apster, toge
ether with th
he support for
f OWL offfered by the
e toolkit. A plugin whic
ch newly
entered this softw
ware release
e is the Ra
aDON component, no
ow dedicate
ed to asses
ss some
aspectss of correctn
ness of an ontology
o
mo
odel.
With respect to the work result delivere
ed, we cons
sider ourselves satisfie
ed but we are also
very aw
ware that th
here are still many co
omponents in need off fine tuning
g to be con
nsidered
complettely acceptable to FAO
F
needss. D7.4.3 can be assumed
a
a
as a cons
siderable
improve
ement if co
ompared to
o D7.4.2, and
a
we exp
pect that more
m
can sstill be ach
hieved if
develop
pers work in
n a closer relationship
p with FAO end-users. We are a
also confide
ent of an
imminen
nt step ahe
ead when some of th
he functiona
alities, now
w only supp
porting the F-Logic
languag
ge, will also be extende
ed to suppo
ort OWL lan
nguage.
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5 Next Steps

At the end of the previous chapter we presented a rough statistical view showing what we
expect will be the commitment of partner developers for the next year of the project with
respect to plugins delivery. The value of 65% indicates that out of the total number of
functionalities still to be satisfied, there is a high number which is planned to be tackled by
plugins providers, and hence a strong probability that the T7.4 can succeed in its objectives.
In the coming months we predict that partners will keep the same commitment, while FAO
provides further support when it comes to specify some of the requirements that are not yet
clear. For a fine tuning of the plugins behaviour FAO also expects to forge a closer
collaboration with plugin developers.
The suggestion, on how to proceed in prioritizing the development of new features for the
lifecycle support, must be driven by the identified categories of criticality as reported in
ANNEX A.
From our investigation with partners developers, we are already able to list two planned next
steps for upcoming project time frame:
•

Developments of functionalities so far only available on the F-Logic side (including
e.g. mapping support)

•

End-user oriented plugins, e.g. to enable search and querying for non-ontology
experts.

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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7 ANNEX A – Features clustered per degree of criticality

Criticality

Low

Medium

Feature

Plans for future
development

Plugin

Using multimedia file type (e.g. images, audio/video file) to
annotate ontological resource

There will be an analysis of
possible approaches and an
implementation to support
annotation with multimedia file

LabelTranslator

To have UML-like diagrams associated with the
documentation of an ontology project

No further development

OWLDoc

To have be able to extend the search for ontological entities
also to ontology in other repositories than the ones loaded in
the current working space.

Requirement needs further
specification

NeOn Core

To spot out similar concepts based on possible misspelling
errors

Enhanced search functionalities
on the development agenda for
last year of the project

NeOn Core

To have a matrix reporting on structural information about
the ontology like: number of classes, property, individual,
max width/breadth etc.

Statistics on ontology is work in
progress until May 2009

NeOn Core

To have statistics about the editorial workflow; examples of
statistic are: editorial actions per ontological element, or
during a time period, or per editor etc.

Only partial requirement can be
tackle provided some close
collaboration with other partners

WorkFlow Management

To have a graphic interface that supports users not
confident with SPARQL syntax, to build a query using
elements from the ontology tab; a possible interaction can
be drag and dropping concept/property/instance into an area
of the window dedicated to compose the
subject/predicate/object item of the query

ORAKEL and XXPlore are two
plugins planned for 2009;

SPARQL

2006–2009 © Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions.
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Hig
gh

To have the possibility to ex
xport/import an onttology into
SKOS or relatiional data model

SKO
OS export/import will be
achiieved in 2009

NeOn Core

To havee in place a mechan
nism that enables the users to
instantiatee relationships among individuals in th
he ontology,
and betweeen individuals of different ontologies, when using
textual resource processin
ng to gather new kno
owledge.

I early 2009 there will be
In
LeDA, RELExO and RoLExO
pllugins to support ad
dvanced
learning featurres

Text2Onto

Moreoover the users need to
t be supported to select
s
the
appropriatte candidate entity from
f
the list of resu
ult extracted
from thhe text corpus, for example
e
displaying
g the text
eexcerpt related with the element on foccus.

No further develop
pment

Text2Onto

To be suppported for creating
g ontology modules responding
to specificc contexts: domain topic,
t
language, staandard code,
editoriial duties

ularization
Several complete modu
use cases will be sttudied
inclluding scenarios fro
om FAO if
a
appropriate
and suffficiently
specified.

Modules

To have tthe access to entitiees into a relational DB
D without
necessary have to migrate thee data into an ontolo
ogy project,
but instanntiating links between the ontology mo
odel and the
DB model
m

No
o plans for runtime access to
databases for OW
WL

NeOn Core

